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Sho ...
We have long watched humanity struggle through its differences and lack of
understanding of possibilities towards unity. Now is a great chance to further
re-examine the need to view all others of the human family as one BIG
FAMILY to love and tolerate. We cannot wait for this to happen naturally. We
feel we must encourage such understanding with words of wisdom and
elucidation, for much is currently acted upon through the parameters of
ignorance.
While humanity struggles to survive on a daily basis, in large numbers that
only grow larger by the moment, the need also grows more poignant for the
pressure valve to release and heal the rifts and allow for room to grow the
concept of co-existence in the hearts and minds of all. Without such growth,
the short fuses of humanity will erupt in unnecessary skirmishes and wars of
a magnitude yet unmatched.
Let yourselves embark on a more sound journey at this time in history.
Humanity's resources are only going to get more precious, thus the need to
be mindful and respectful of all one’s neighbors so a peaceful co-existence
can prevail.
In regards to the winds of change, population shifts bring this fact home
quicker and louder than anything else can for those who have the
responsibility to deal with a rapidly deposited sub-culture like a flame in the
desert. How does one control the effects of that sudden spark so that it
lights the way rather than lights a fire? This is not an easy answer, but it is
not an impossible dilemma either.
Human displacement has been happening since the beginning of civilization.
Refugees from every corner of the globe have traversed back and forth in
patterns of immigration that are the backbone to society today. These
displacements have led to a vast blending of cultures on both sides of the
oceans and are not likely to stop happening any time soon.
Sometimes this immigration comes as a gentle introduction and other times
as a violent takeover. At any rate, this planet belongs in part to all who are
members of humanity ... it belongs to all and it is the responsibility of all to
respect all others, to pay heed to others’ needs and offer dialogue of such
accord. There is no time for second-guessing the outcome if these matters
are not handled with grace and respect. Fear exists on both sides of the
situation, this is very clear.
The levels of respect must resound with the need for human compassion.
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Humans are suffering, they need help and help can be given along with
understanding and respect ... but this is a two-way street, as respect always
must be. The generosity of host nations is a remarkable up-taking act. This
act of generosity creates a bubble of hope and altruism that leads to the
heart expansion of those needing aid.
Where would any of you be without the help of someone else, whether it be
your parents, another family member, a workmate, classmate, friend? You
are all one family so helping out should not be difficult to comprehend when
you apply that thought to the whole family as well as the individual.
Good luck with increasing awareness and the outcome of seeing a socially
responsible dialogue, backed by respect and patience, bring together vastly
different cultures that ultimately share, at the root of things, the same
needs.
I thank you, I thank you, I thank you.
Sho

(from the Pleaides)
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Master Kuthumi ...
Observing the events occurring on your beautiful planet Earth and observing
the behavior of members of the human family, myself and my colleagues
from the Community of Masters and Off-Earth Allies come to the conclusion
that there is a great lack of respect for others and for other cultures, a lack
of respect for the differences throughout your planet, and that most of
humanity does not have an open mind. Not only do most people not have an
open mind but they have a very narrow mind and most are not willing to
change this attitude.
If we put together narrow minds and ignorance about what “respect for
differences” means, we get actual chaos as a result, the chaotic situation
that the world is living nowadays, especially Europe. The Western world is
being “invaded” by refugees from the Middle East. Europe, the Western
world, the “haves” in civilization and culture have long since forgotten what
it means to fight for survival. European countries are well set in their
economies, their political systems, their international organizations. As a
people, they have become accustomed to insularity and safety where their
personal lives are concerned. They have forgotten the trauma of longlasting, physical chaos within their countries disrupting every aspect of their
daily lives, and they do not wish to be faced with the reality that an
unending instability creates.
This is a lesson the Western world must learn, the lesson of seeing, feeling,
knowing and then sharing their bounty, their stable cultures, their medical
systems, their schools, everything they have with those who not only have
less because they come as refugees but who are so different. It is a time of
trial for both Western culture and those who have fled, a time to become
aware first-hand of the deep interconnectedness of the human family. It is a
time to see, know, expand the awareness of their hearts and minds. It is
time to demonstrate the fact that the human family is one.
It is a hard time and it is a hard lesson that humanity has to learn. If people
are not able to learn it the easy way – they have had plenty of time to do so
but have never been able to grow and achieve this open mind, this respect
and consideration for their fellow human beings – then it is now time for
harder lessons, and this refugee relocation is a very hard lesson. Your
backgrounds are so different – your cultures, your religions, your way of
seeing life, even your races – that it is going to take a huge effort on both
sides to open up your minds to accept the situation, to accept on both sides
that you are members of one human family, and to succeed in this trial.
So the problem is there, right across the street, and you have to do
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something about it and do it quickly. This is not about fighting those who are
coming in, it is about hosting them and accepting them and trying to reach a
new situation where the privileged ones share their privileges with those
who don’t have or have lost theirs, where maybe you have to get used to
living with less. This doesn’t mean living in poverty, it just means living with
less and sharing your excess with others.
It is about equality, it is about one human family working together to
harmonize the huge differences that exist, not only economic differences but
cultural and religious differences as well. This is a time to open your minds
and change your point of view, a time to open up to a completely new
situation, accepting it and making your countries a better world to live in.
Opening your mind, accepting and respecting others. This will bring the
peaceful co-existence that is required for the human family to unite and
advance. This is the path to Unity.
This effort in opening minds, exercising respect and seeking the means of
harmonization is a two-way commitment to the reality that there is only one
human family on Earth. Both those receiving and those who have fled their
home countries must work together with respect to reach the necessary and
very much desired peaceful co-existence. It is time to rise above lectures on
sharing and move deeper toward the core of the problem – the lack of
recognition that the human family is one and members of this one family
must begin to acknowledge that oneness and begin the harmonization that
Oneness requires.
The lesson is Oneness, which extends beyond sharing between the haves
and the have-nots. Oneness is the lesson on the European doorstep.
Oneness is the lesson on the Western doorstep. Oneness is the lesson the on
the Middle East doorstep. It is a world lesson played out by peoples from two
different areas of the planet they share. It is a bitter and hard lesson, but
there is no choice for survival but to learn it and learn it both quickly and
permanently.
We pray, we hope that this exercise, that this trial that humanity is going
through in the Western world leads to a respectful co-existence of cultures,
an understanding, a closeness, as a step forward to reach the essential
spiritual Unity in the human family.
Thank you.
Kuthumi
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Lady Nada ...
I highly value the peaceful co-existence of all of humanity as one of my pet
projects to oversee and guide ... with all the love and caring needed to make
this concept a reality. One can envision peace as a future possibility, yet
today amongst the dispersed populations, uprooting can only seem a
frightening absence of stability and a formidable block to peaceful existence.
The problem of merging cultures can be mitigated with only the highest
levels of compassion for the plight of one’s fellow man. Each situation
intermingles with past influences to produce a new future, hopefully a new
and bright future where both sides of the merger can respect and admire the
other for their courage and consideration.
There is always the “new kid in the school ground.” This person is met with
mixed feelings, and they themselves arrive with mixed feelings. Many of you
have endured this very experience. Liken it to the current refugee situation
and you have an even larger boding of mixed feelings on both sides.
Uprooting one’s life to flee to another area is seldom anyone’s first choice,
but the desperate choice. Add to that an uncertain and arduous journey and
upon arrival, you have a rather desperate individual or group whose fears
have grown at each step as the uneasiness of being homeless grows. All are
seeking shade and comfort and until they find it, they are angry, frustrated
and sad at the situation they have been forced into.
Thus, imagine the group who can alleviate those many unpleasant feelings.
Imagine the kind of reception from those who receive a rescue towards
those who put out their hand to aid. This is the brightest human moment ...
when one human recognizes another as deserving and needing their honored
help.
At any time, anyone on this planet can be put into either one of those two
positions. How you each decide to handle that position reflects the
cohesiveness of humanity or lack thereof.
My hope is to soon see some resolve for those who are fleeing and those
who are expecting to receive those who are fleeing their own nations. Many
of those fleeing do not expect to return to their own countries and this idea
means they will seek permanent positions in new locations amongst a new
people. If you could put yourself in their shoes for but a moment, you too
would hope that you would be accepted and treated well by those whose
home you are moving to.
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I would hope for you to understand that there stands now a critical turning
point in the progression of humanity. We, meaning my co-workers and
friends, put our efforts towards an outcome where all live in peaceful coexistence and with joy and hope.
With love,
Lady Nada
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The Venetian Master ...
Well now … an open mind, to my mind, is a very rare thing, except perhaps
in small children. An open heart is easier to find, and both need cultivating,
together, as the basis for peaceful co-existence. I am pretty sure you will
agree. This is not what you would call rocket science.
Many things need solving, however, for that peaceful co-existence to reign
over the world today. There are cartels of all kinds to be dismantled,
extending to the highest rungs of society, there are diseased institutions that
have run their course and there is much twisted dogma to bury at long last.
There are mouths to feed, minds to nourish, wounds to heal worldwide. Will
your climate talks be the pivotal chance for your leaders to ratify measures
to rescue and reclaim Mother Earth or just another photo opportunity? Will
the resettlement of millions bear sweet or bitter fruit?
The future, my friends, requires a radical re-orientation of values. After all, it
is a new civilization, a new era that beckons. You may not single-handedly
have the power to demolish the arms cartel, find the cure for a lifethreatening illness or build Rome in a day, but as my colleagues have said
many times, you have the power, each and every one, to inject light into
your own lives, into those of others, and ultimately, collectively, all through
the world. That is a huge and pressing mission at this time.
With open minds and open hearts, you can forget ancestral hatreds, you can
sweep them from the scene. By being conscious light whatever your life
circumstances, by working on resolving your own family rifts or isolation,
you can make a difference. Give it a try, no matter how hard this may seem,
and see the difference you can make. What, truly, have you got to lose …
except a closed mind or a hardened heart?
Each of you has at least one singular gift, one particular thing that you are
good at without even trying. It may not look like much to you in the grand
scheme of things, but no matter how quirky your gift, it is the finding and
owning of your own merit that lights the flame of respect for yourself and
then for “the other,” any other. Uncovering and sharing your gift is a means
to push back the darkness engulfing the world today. I challenge you to look
within and find or remember what delights or enthralls you, for it is the voice
of your soul that you will hear answering your call.
I repeat: you have a unique contribution to make in salvaging this world. No
piece is too small, each is potent inasmuch as it manifests your particular
soul mission at this time. You were born into the right time and
circumstances to help change the bigger world for the better. Open your
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mind, open your heart, and serve in the light, for the light, like there is no
tomorrow. Inhabit your life as the soul you are and be blessed.
We, your elder brothers and Off-Earth Allies, await. We are here to help you
jumpstart your collective move into a saner, more equitable future, one that
you yourselves will create and build. Releasing your minds and hearts
together will lead to respect and peaceful co-existence. The lust for blood
will subside. Greed and the profit motive will be completely transformed in
the emerging Oneness. Fear and all its corrosive effects will cease to enslave
you.
All of the wholesomeness and good you so deeply long for is within your
grasp, my friends. Make haste to grab and share it, I bid you, each and
every one.
Your friend and loving brother,
The Venetian
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Omstara …
Dearest Readers,
This time is such a challenging time for you who have chosen this stage in
Earth’s evolution to incarnate. We are aware on our side of the veil that the
stress is great.
If you have looked at my bio on WeSeekToServe, you are aware that my
function here on Earth is to help leverage the frequencies of joy. It is easy to
see in the chaos that comes about as Earth’s human population and its
diverse cultures make such a massive shift, that the frequencies of joy which
bring light and healing can easily be lost.
Our focus this month is indeed having an open mind, an open heart and
respect leading to peaceful co-existence. I would like to expand on that and
make it not just co-existence, dear Readers, but mutual joy ... mutual joy.
And how do you find joy amid all the stress? Well, I will give you a clue: you
have to look for it. You have to know what joy is in your own heart and you
have to look for that joy. Once you touch that joy, it will grow, it will bloom.
And like the fragrance of a flower, it will effervesce from your very being and
aid the situation. You become a healer.
So where is this joy? You can find joy in a smile. Do not doubt, do not ever
doubt the power of a smile that comes from the heart.
It is truly up to you how you define joy, but I would give you some
examples. The joy of realizing that something you have done makes life
easier for someone else. Not that you are giving to feel the joy, but the joy
is, as it were, an unexpected side effect. You can find great joy in learning
and expanding your consciousness and in teaching and helping in love to
expand the consciousness of another. You can find joy if you listen with your
heart and you can find laughter to share in some of the smallest events.
There is no doubt whatever that there is a pall of sorrow, of fear that clouds
the entire experience of Earth’s shifting populations. It is like one continent
moving into another continent and the result .... Think of India and Asia
coming together. What can be more beautiful than the Himalayas? They are
there. They cannot be undone.
You can view this population shift as a clash, as a loss. There are very many
negative ways to view this. An intrusion. But it is also an opportunity to
share and to learn and to teach. This is the important part: to share with
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love, to learn with love in your heart, and to teach with love in your heart,
not to bring the newcomer to obey the rules of your culture, but to learn first
and then teach so that you can learn yourself how to leverage the position of
the one who comes. Listen ... and then you can make the bridge between
yourself and those who have arrived.
And if, as a new member, a new arrival in a given culture, you listen, then
you can teach the host culture about yourself because you can find the
bridges that are there and you can create bridges with the joy and the love
in your heart.
I would ask you to realize that there is a cultural co-existence and it is within
your power to find the ways of making that co-existence one of mutual joy,
of exploration, of discovery of that which makes you laugh, of that which
raises your heart. Do this together so that you are laughing with each other
and you raise the joy in your heart with each other and you are each
expanding your consciousness. Do so with love and you will find the healing
quality of joy that will lead to a fertile co-existence.
Joy has its own energy. Let that energy of joy, sourced in the core of your
heart because it comes from the soul, let that joy flow out into the new
world that will result from joyful, respectful co-existence. This is the
necessity of today ... and this is the opportunity for your tomorrow.
I thank you.
Omstara

(from the constellation Cygnus)
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Derisum ...
Open-mindedness is the key for progress and awareness that leads you
towards a peaceful co-existence not only on planet Earth but in the whole
Universe. Without an open mind, it is not possible to understand how life
and energy and the plans of Source work.
Without an open mind, it is impossible to accept that there is a cosmic plan,
that there are many civilizations involved in this cosmic plan and that there
are many souls from various constellations following you and your
development as a human family on planet Earth.
But it is not only acknowledging souls from other constellations – which
alone requires a higher understanding – that implies acceptance and an
open mind. The simple fact is that accepting others as they are, accepting
yourselves as you are, placing everybody on the same scale, considering
every person equally important and equally respectable, this requires an
open mind as well.
From an open-minded attitude of acceptance, there comes respect. When
you feel every person is essentially the same as you are and has the same
value, then respect for your fellow human beings emerges. And this respect
becomes the basis of your actions and your behavior as members of the
same human family.
If you respect yourselves, then you are able to respect others based on who
they are and how they behave. That doesn’t mean you ignore or tolerate
destructive actions or inappropriate behavior. That is never acceptable.
Open-mindedness is to consider that all members of the human family are
equal no matter what. Of course this is not true at this present moment. For
many reasons, religions in your world have brought forward a narrowing of
your minds, of your cultures, establishing rigid patterns of thought, written
and unwritten laws that impose behaviors to limit your capacity for being
open-minded. Your freedom has been limited and the result is that there are
millions of beings, each living out their own unique set of beliefs, narrowing
beliefs that make them think those who have an alternative set of beliefs
and an alternative culture are different, worse, and therefore not worthy of
respect.
It takes a determined effort to be open-minded enough to jump over a
limiting set of beliefs deeply engraved on your minds. However, from openmindedness and respect will come the peaceful co-existence that you are so
willing to achieve. What we from off Earth are certain of is that the whole
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human family desires a better existence, desires peace. Deep in your hearts,
you all want peace.
It is the mind, the egos, the desire for power and control that make it so
difficult for humanity to break those barriers and feel free. When you feel
free, you can be open-minded. When you feel free, you want freedom for
others. And you will make all possible efforts to reach peaceful co-existence
in respectful freedom, living in love and compassion.
This will be a significant jump in expanded consciousness for the whole of
humanity. Even though that jump seems fearful right now, broadening your
awareness takes moving away from your comfort zones and taking the risk
to think differently and act differently.
If this breaking free of the narrowing patterns does not take place, it will be
very difficult for the human family to progress, to grow and live peacefully in
full awareness.
Thank you,
Derisum
(from the constellation Orion)
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